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The Official Program of Animal Traceability, of private public management, supports the official sanitary programs and guarantees the sanitary safety of the national livestock products. One of its main components is the System of Livestock Information, SIPEC web.

1. Traceability, a task for everyone

   a. Figures of progress (DIIO RF placed, registered animals, etc.)

   b. Computing modules with objective focused on livestock

2. Stabilization of the computer system and developments from the point of view focused on livestock.

   a. Development of computer, equipment and support solutions/ Business logic.

   b. System integration for a more efficient handling of the information and decision-making.

   c. Improvements in quality and quantity of the information in SIPEC (fair modules and P/D)

3. Integration process with SIPEC, the new “central concept” of the System of Sanitary Information.

4. Experiences of progress (exportation of living animals and livestock products for human consumption).

5. Challenges

   a. Computerization of lands and facilities that handle animals: Internet connection, availability of basic equipments.

   b. Extraction of the information in an electronic way (essential!)